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A true intercultural experience
Argentina, the second largest country in Latin America, is a country of warm, 
outgoing people and diversity, where immigrants from Italy, Spain, Germany, 
and many other countries, mixed with the local inhabitants and created a 
unique culture. Argentina’s diversity is not only found in the culture, but also 
in its landscapes and climates; there are jungles and subtropical climates in 
the north, and ice fields and polar climates in the south. Small and big towns, 
different dialects, foods, and dances; Argentina is an adventurous place with 

many small cultures that will be part of your everyday.

In your sparetime you will be able to explore the Argentinian culture: try the 
traditional barbecue called asado, drink mate with your friends, join the 
excitement of watching a football game with the locals, get a lesson in tango, 

and enjoy the beautiful views of the natural sorroundings.



  take part 
       in a
lifelong       journey

YFU offers the journey of a lifetime, 
an adventure that reveals the best 
in people, and enables you to make 
lifelong connections that will change 

the way you see the world.

Student exchange involves moving 
to a foreign country, living with a 
host family, and attending school 
as a local student. The experience 
will enhance global understanding 
by deepening the appreciation for 

other cultures and customs.

A YFU exchange experience will 
expose you to everyday life in 
a different society. Take part of 
recognizing that we are citizens of 

one single world.

This program sis for students from 16 to 19 years old who want to experience 
how upper studies are in Argentina. The combination, of the Argentinian 
secondary school and upper education institution, gives you the possibility 

to study abroad in or after your last year of high school.

this 10 month program is divided in two. Students are expected to attend 
school during the first five months and improve their performance as they get 
adjusted to the language and school system. During the second half, you will 
attend to an upper education institution. This could be: University, Academy 

or other post secondary educations. 

The Program
Your host family will be a very important part of your exchange experience. 
Your home-activities with them will take up a lot of your daily life. All families 
share their own traditions, holidays, and costums, offering each student a 
unique, personal version of life in the host country and an understading 
of its diversity. Be fascinated by the cultural differences between you and 

your host family, and take part of their culture. 

Going on exchange is an important part of life that everyone should 
experience, to further understanding between cultures, 

religions, ways of living, including learning 
a new language.

STUDY ABROAD

                                               You will have the opportunity
to experience two different academic 

environtments. In the upper education you will
already be speaking the language, which enables

you to participate and get involved in the lessons.
Throughout the year, there will be YFU-activities 

where you can meet other international students,
share experiences, and explore some of the famous

sights of Argentina.
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